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Hello there!
Hey!

I'm

Arnau,

a

first

year

student

of

microcomputer systems and networks, I had the
chance to enter an erasmus program and I'll tell you
about my working experience in Ireland, specifically
Waterford, which has been my new home during my
stay.

Beforehand,

I

encourage

everyone

to

participate in the next edition, I cannot emphasize
enough how worthy it is to participate. This
presentation is intended for microcomputer systems
technicians, however, there are interesting places
that may be of interest to anyone who is in the area.

My working
experience
with HESKAP

Heskap, is the genuine Irish company that
has taken me in throughout my stay and I
felt so lucky for it, I have learned a lot,
whenever I have needed help they have
offered it, they have always been willing to
help me to acquire the necessary
knowledge, if I have a particular way of
doing things, they let me go ahead, they
have never doubted in my abilities and they
have always had confidence in me.
Nick, Danny, Jason, Rory, you guys are the
absolute best.
I can't emphasize enough on how kind you
have been to me, thank you, from the
bottom of my heart.

Tasks performed in the company

Hardware related
-Battery replacement
-Complete battery analysis by software
-Physical battery analysis
-Hardware failure diagnostics by
software
-Hardware failure diagnosis by
observation
-Data shredding on hard disks
-Change of different components for
optimization of the device
-Screen replacement
The biggest change from what I have
learned is the experience with laptops.
(In a windows console, typing powercfg
batteryreport makes a battery report in
html)

Software related
-To make diagnostics of the equipment by
means of programs.
-Perform diagnosis of equipment
capabilities by means of software.
-Analysis of disk contents by means of
software.
-Installation of operating systems.
-Installation of specific programs.
-Image editing.
Repair of defective internal files, or other
computer functions that are performed
sub-optimally.
-Global and boot optimization of the
system.
My advice is to have a USB with portable

Customer Service
related
Sometimes you will have to be the pretty
face of the company and serve a
customer, it is very important that you
make an effort to make the customer
understand what procedures you have
taken to repair their device, actions taken,
diagnostic results. It is your duty to
communicate all this information to the
customer, your supervisors can not be all
the time pending of what actions you
take for the solution of a problem in
detail, you have to be the one who
explains it to the customer.

Add a main point
Elaborate on what you
want to discuss.

Once you are working in the company, you will be learning new methods and perfecting
those you already know, do not stick with the basics, think about how you can improve,

My advice

how you can complement information, question yourself, ask your supervisor if he is not
busy, there will be days that you will have more work and others you will feel that you
don't have much to do, but you can always learn about the job, talk to your colleagues,
your supervisor, the clients. It is perfectly understandable for you to take refuge in
talking to your colleagues from your home country, but you have to take advantage of
meeting people from around here, believe me, they are wonderful.
Set your goals and aim far! Just like BMO is doing right now!

My favourite
place

Lafcadio Hearn Japanese
Gardens
Pond Road, Tramore, Co. Ireland
X91 DE48
www.lafcadiohearngardens.com

It is my favorite site in all of
Waterford, it is impressive, the
entrance fee is worth it, it is a
beautiful site, with a well explained
history and beautiful flora, the
sound of the birds and the constant
flow of water, please do not miss it,
the only drawback is that to enjoy it
to the fullest I recommend going
alone and in uncrowded hours, even
so, it is an incredible site.
(BMO seems to like it as much as I do.)

THANKS A LOT!

Thanks a lot to
Rene Fraher and all the family
You have been very hospitable, thank you for welcoming me.
Síd and Tom are very smart kids and I am sure they will become sports stars if they set their minds to it.

Thanks to Rory, Dave and Jason, for being the best mates and friends in the company and special thanks to
Danny and Nick, who have been my supervisors during my stay and have helped me a lot.
Nick, I hope you can make it to England and live as happily as you can, you are a really good man.
Many thanks to a cashier at the SuperValu in Kilbarry, long hair, silver white, we talked for a while about the
weather in Spain and I insisted on how nice the Irish are, I know I missed not asking for your name, I promise you
are kindness in person.
Jhon, thank you very much for taking me out for a walk at the weekend or dropping in for a chat at work, you are
a good man, Kai is a wonderful boy and whenever he wants to come and visit Spain, our doors will be open,
Helen thanks to you also for the hospitality, you are very funny and you certainly have a good eye for things in life,
I wish the best to all 3 of you.
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